




























































From: Diane Dean milestonedean@
Subject: Re: Initial Thoughts

Date: May 4, 2014 at 3:12 PM
To: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@

Howard, yes we should do our own letter. Probably before the editorial board meeting as we can't wait or guarantee what they will write.
Perhaps later in the week, they will reinforce what we write.

On May 4, 2014, at 2:24 PM, Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers <howandwen@ > wrote:

Frank, in addition to Amy, should we prepare a second response from NPS addressing Huey's twisting of our positions?  If so, I'm glad to
take the first crack at it.  Also, I asked Amy if she thought we should get some of the other Rebels (Marty Rosen, Doug Ferguson, Gary
Giacomini) to sign on to her letter.  I will look at her letter later - out for a bike ride for the rest of the afternoon.  Howard

On May 4, 2014, at 1:44 PM, Diane Dean wrote:

Greg,

Thanks for getting this started. We will need to address the recreation and dog issue as well- not a ban etc.

FYI-  Huey was very cool to me at the Rebels premiere last year when I went out of my way to present him with a park ball cap due to it
being his 80th birthday. I thanked him for all his great work and how grateful we were to be implementing that vision. He looked at me
strangely. Little did I know... I still want to ask Doug Ferguson what he knows about this attitude- he has been very supportive and
encouraging in my encounters with him. 

BTW- at a public meeting at the Muir Woods Community Association last week, the audience was dubious about everything, including the
new TLC. They wanted to know more and how they could "join". I said we would return and brief them about how they could get involved.

People are quick to go negative and wallow these days.

Frank

On May 4, 2014, at 1:14 PM, "Greg Moore" <mooregreg@ > wrote:

Hi#all,
#
Here#is#an#ini+al#a,empt#at#a#response.##It#is#too#long,#of#course,#and#I#am#not#commi,ed#to#the
precise#language#and#am#completely#open#to#what#content#is#needed.##I#just#thought#I#would#get
the#ball#rolling.##This#approach#imagines#Amy#as#the#author.
#
I’m#sure#it#could#be#condensed#and#made#punchier.
#
Thanks#all,
#
Greg
#
P.S.#I#am#pre,y#much#+ed#up#tomorrow#with#the#Presidio#Gateway#project#and#welcoming#the
par+cipants#for#the#upcoming#charre,e.
#
#
#
#
#
#
#
From: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers [mailto:howandwen@ ] 
Sent: Sunday, May 04, 2014 11:39 AM
To: Amy Meyer; Greg Moore; Greg Moore; frank and diane dean
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To: Amy Meyer; Greg Moore; Greg Moore; frank and diane dean
Cc: Howard Levitt
Subject: Re: What's going on with Huey?
 
 
Dear Amy:  Huey's way off the deep end, and this deeply offensive piece cannot stand
uncontested.  Below is a link to the Fimrite article.  Maybe all of us can connect by phone
today or tomorrow to consider a rejoinder and refutation of this malicious nonsense.  Howard
 
 
http://www.sfgate.com/default/article/Golden-Gate-National-Recreation-Area-proposes-
5436978.php
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On May 4, 2014, at 10:59 AM, Amy Meyer wrote:

Dear Howard,
 
Greg Moore just sent this nasty screed by Huey against the Conservancy. I am trying to get
my arms around what is going on and am working on what I can do to help. 
 
Do you have the article electronically that Peter Fimrite did last week? I want to see it for
context. Probably that has to wait until tomorrow, but please send it to me as soon as you can.
 
Thanks,
Amy
 

Marin Voice: Keep recreation in GGNRA
By Huey D. Johnson
Guest op-ed column

Posted:   05/03/2014 06:45:00 PM PDT

SAN FRANCISCO is being highlighted nationally this year with 600 showings on the
nation's TV stations of the lovely film, "Rebels with a Cause."
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nation's TV stations of the lovely film, "Rebels with a Cause."

Produced by Santa Rosa's KCRB and local filmmakers Nancy Kelly and Kenji Yamamoto,
the documentary tells the story of the struggle to establish the Golden Gate National
Recreation Area through the dreams of honorable politicians and the fast-moving land
purchases made by small nonprofits that make up the GGNRA today.

That now-preserved recreation landscape includes 40 miles of seashore landscape reaching
from Bolinas in the north, across the Golden Gate Bridge, to San Mateo County in the south.
Its history goes back to post-World War II, when with the help of a cooperative Congress the
federal government sought to ease urban pressure by providing recreation. Under Chairman
Laurance Rockefeller, the Outdoor Recreation Review Commission hired hundreds of
experts to study how recreation could improve our stressful urban condition.

Results included establisment of the Land and Water Conservation Fund. I recall the fund
provided $113 million. Without it there wouldn't be a GGNRA.

The GGNRA is intended especially for workers and retirees, those living in small apartments
with no backyards and no place to walk their dogs. In light of the source and purpose of the
LWCF money, the current political maneuvering to end dog walking is absurd. Owners can
train, control and pick up after dogs. And there are already clear rules in place with respect to
pets in the GGNRA that need to be enforced and supported.

As happens, a nonprofit Golden Gate National Park Conservancy has emerged that wants to
limit public use of the GGNRA. This was never the intent or the purpose of the GGNRA.
The principal activity of the national parks advocacy group is fundraising, and wealthy
donors who are led to believe they are giving to an environmental cause have donated
millions of dollars that is given to government.

This is a mistake.

Such groups have wonderful promise as a way of providing volunteers to assist GGNRA
needs, but raising money for government isn't sensible. They are overdue in checking out the
British National Trust, or the Friend of Austria's Vienna Woods. These two are marvelously
successful and they don't send money to government.

Meanwhile, as the parks conservancy skims millions of dollars from San Francisco regional
environmental giving, important environmental nonprofits are starving trying to compete
with it to do their more important work. It's the efforts of Earth Justice, 350.org and the
Sierra Club that are doing the most to fulfill the dreams of the first Earth Day.

We can't afford to let something like an attempt to ban dogs or restrict access in the GGNRA
distract us from the true environmental issues of our day — climate change, fracking, water
scarcity — that deserve the vision and leadership of the Bay Area.

True environmental leadership must remain our most important legacy.

We know that the role the GGNRA plays in our regional health and identity is unparalleled.
We are obligated to honor its origins, protect its multiple uses, provide a place for hikers,
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bikers, dogs and kids and show the rest of the country why we deserve to have its bounty so
close at hand.

 

Huey D. Johnson of Mill Valley is the founder of Resource Renewal Institute, a non-profit
organization that deals with environmental sustainability. As director of the Nature
Conservancy, he helped save the Marin Headlands from development. He was also the
founder of the Trust for Public Land and served as secretary of resources during Gov. Jerry
Brown's first term. 

 
<Response to Johnson Op Ed.doc>
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From: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@
Subject: Re: Fimrite article

Date: September 7, 2014 at 1:12 PM
To: Sharon Farrell SFarrell@ParksConservancy.org
Cc: Greg Moore MooreGreg@ , frank and diane dean milestonedean@ , Alex Picavet picavet@

Thanks, Sharon.  All of these folks could be good authors of a letter to the editor on Fimrite's article.  I have to keep my distance from this, for 
obvious reasons, so how would you suggest someone reach out to these folks, and who would so the reaching?  Re better presence in Marin - 
yes!  We have been talking about creating a position that is equivalent to Christine FitzGerald in SM Co ... her work hasn't solved all the angst, 
but it has really kept things calm and mostly civilized.  

BTW, just finished reading all of the sfgate comments on the article... lots of govt as big brother, lots of nimbys, you should suck it up, lots of 
NPS has a pattern of screwing communities. Laura Pandapas (Lovapanda) was very prominent, and one of her beefs was with Conservancy 
privatizing the park.  

Howard
 
On Sep 7, 2014, at 12:26 PM, Sharon Farrell wrote:

Hi
#
Yes,#I#read#this#too.##I#am#saddened#that#a#few#vocal#residents#have#become#the#“voice”#of#the#
community.##Per#Greg’s#thoughts,#below#are#some#individuals#who#might#be#good#spokespersons#–
#

·         Marilee#is#a#good#suggesDon#as#many#of#her#Corps#members#have#benefited#from#
educaDonal/career#training#at#both#MuBe#and#Dias#Ridge.

·         Larry#Minikes#(MCL)#–#he#wrote#a#response#to#the#Huey#Johnson#Op#Ed#piece
·         Nona#Dennis#(MCL)#–#I#recently#presented#the#status#of#the#TLC#to#MCL,#and#she#made#several#

comments#about#misinformaDon#coming#MuBe#residents.#
·         Richard#Lautze#–#Aim#High#–#has#been#an#acDve#partner#with#stewardship#and#our#work#in#

Tennessee#Valley/MuBe#for#20#years
·         Ingrid#and#Jamie#Cabada#–#25+#year#volunteers#with#HRT#&#naDve#plant#nursery#who#have#

worked#at#MuBe#and#other#locaDons#throughout#the#Park.##Supported#the#Park#during#the#
Presidio#VMP#and#FoFu#issues.

·         Maureen#Pinto#–#I#am#not#sure#if#she#would#write#anything,#but#she#too#has#been#a#huge#
advocate#of#our#work#over#the#past#5#years,#plus#she#has#conDnued#to#share#her#support#for#
our#community#engagement.

·         Tom#Boss#with#MCBC#–#acDve#partner#in#trail#stewardship#throughout#Dias#corridor#–#he#
helped#shape#our#equestrian/hiker/bike#stewardship#program#on#the#trail.##He#is#interested#in#
increased#mulD^use#access.

·         Joel#Gerwein#(Coastal#Conservancy)#–#he#has#a#big#advocate#for#MuBe,#Coho#restoraDon#and#
trail#working#in#the#area#and#recently#shared#his#frustraDon#over#the#loss#of#the#bus#stop#
project#and#misinformaDon

·         Gail#Seymour#–#CDFW#–#very#acDve#in#the#Marin#environmental#community#with#helping#
educate#stakeholders#about#coho/steelhead#restoraDon#needs.##She#knows#most#of#the#Tam#
Task#Force#parDcipants#as#well#as#Mill#Valley#Streamkeepers,#SPAWN#etc.#and#is#respected.##
She#has#been#one#of#the#restoraDon#work’s#biggest#proponents.

#
There#are#also#a#large#number#of#community#members#within#MuBe#who#support#our#work.##That#
said,#a#number#have#been#inDmidated#by#the#more#vocal#residents#who#are#sharing#A#LOT#of#mis^
informaDon.##I#talked#to#both#Brian#and#Nancy#about#needing#to#get#the#accurate#informaDon#about#a#
number#of#efforts#out#to#the#broader#community.##Let#me#know#how#I#can#help#–#I#also#agree#with#
Greg#that#we#need#to#be#abenDve#not#to#pull#TLC#into#this,#as#we#are#meeDng#with#2^4#groups#weekly#

(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6) (b) (6)
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Greg#that#we#need#to#be#abenDve#not#to#pull#TLC#into#this,#as#we#are#meeDng#with#2^4#groups#weekly#
at#this#Dme.
#
Community#engagement#and#public#informaDon#sharing#is#on#the#RWC#CollaboraDve’s#senior#
management#team#agenda#for#Sept#18th.##We#are#looking#to#develop#a#more#comprehensive#
engagement#program#that#will#highlight#many#of#the#non^controversial#projects#–#tacDle#models,#trail#
signage,#etc.,#and#engage#a#much#broader#audience#to#build#support.
#
Cheers#Sharon
#
#
Sharon Farrell
Director of Park Projects
Resource Conservation & Project Implementation
Golden Gate National Parks Conservancy
Building 201, Fort Mason
San Francisco, CA 94123
P: 415-561-3065
C: 
F: 415-561-3003
www.parksconservancy.org
Parks for All Forever
 
#
From: Greg Moore [mailto:MooreGreg@ ] 
Sent: Sunday, September 07, 2014 11:37 AM
To: 'Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers'; 'frank and diane dean'
Cc: 'Alex Picavet'; Sharon Farrell
Subject: RE: Fimrite article
 

Hi#Howard,

I#believe#the#responses#should#be#fact^based,#not#opinion^based.##I#think#the#rebubal#should#
highlight#the#NPS's#track#record#of#conservaDon#and#visitor#service,#rather#than#argue#whether#
the#NPS#can#be#trusted#or#not.##Let's#just#point#to#the#facts.##The#"belong#to#all#of#us"#argument#
may#be#too#ideological#to#work.

For#example:

·       Numbers#of#trails#improved,#acres#restored,#visitors#served,#historic#buildings#saved, 
naDve#plants#planted, youth#engaged.

·       Challenges#met#at#the#Presidio,#Fort#Baker,#etc.

·       Partners#involved#in#parklands

Sharon,#perhaps#you#have#ideas#of#who#would#be#a#spokespersons.##For#example,#Marilee#Ekert#
(powerful#since#she#in#now#on#the#Board#of#MCF);#Marin#ConservaDon#League;#Marin#City;#Aim#
High; GGRO#volunteer;#Habitat#RestoraDon#Team,#etc.##Let's#not,#however,#drag#the#TLC#into#
this.

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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this.

Do#we#have#any#connecDons#with#Marin#press#or#Editorial#Boards#that#can#help#us?

I#do#think#that#the#NPS#should#be#considering#a#Marin^based#office#with#a community liaison#in#
place.

Greg

^^^^^Original#Message^^^^^
From:#Howard#Levib#and#Wendy#Scheffers#[mailto:howandwen@ ]
Sent:#Sunday,#September#7,#2014#10:43#AM
To:#Greg#Moore;#frank#and#diane#dean
Cc:#Alex#Picavet
Subject:#Fimrite#arDcle

Greg#and#Frank:

Please#keep#responses#to#this#on#personal#email.

I#know#you'll#be#flying#today,#Frank,#and#may#not#see#this#message.##Greg,#could#you#help#us#
idenDfy#a#few#Marin#residents#to#write#rebubal#lebers#in#response#to#today's#Peter#Fimrite's#
Chron#arDcle?

I#believe#the#key#points#in#a#rebubal#would#include:

1.##The#headline#and#arDcle#refer#to#"mistrust"#of#the#NPS.##In#fact,#it's#not#mistrust#as#much#as#it#
is#a#belief#by#some#vocal#people#in#Muir#Beach#that#what#they#view#as#their#private#beach#will#
be#used#by#others.

2.##Using#the#Muir#Beach#restoraDon#as#an#example#of#the#NPS#as#a#"huge#commercial#
developer"#reinforces#point##1.

3.##The#arDcle#represents#very#shoddy#journalism.##Fimrite#has#taken#the#Karl#Rove#approach#to#
journalism#^^#"some#folks#have#said...,"##"according#to#some...,"#"people#fear#...."##^^#to#provide#a#
personal#opinion#masquerading#as#journalism.##Because#Fimrite#is#a#Muir#Beach#resident#^#
something#not#disclosed#in#the#arDcle#^#he#is#clearly#serving#as#an#advocate#for#a#community#
viewpoint,#not#as#an#objecDve#reporter.

4.##The#conclusion#of#the#arDcle,#that#the#real#issue#is#"can#NPS#get#along#with#its#neighbors?"#
has#it#wrong.##The#real#issue#is:##Can#the#residents#of#Muir#Beach#understand#that#the#naDonal#
parklands#adjoining#their#community#belong#to#all#of#us?

This#arDcle#needs#a#loud#response.

I'll#be#available#to#talk#about#this#in#the#late#avernoon.##I#will#also#be#reaching#out#by#phone#to#
Amy,#and#through#her,#to#Neal#Desai.

(b) (6)
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Howard=
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From: Diane Dean milestonedean@
Subject: Re: today's column

Date: January 20, 2014 at 7:04 PM
To: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@

Howard, well done sir! Thanks to you and Thomas. 

Frank

On Jan 20, 2014, at 3:54 PM, Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers <howandwen@ > wrote:

Frank, - my Stanford prof, cycling, and football buddy - just fired this off to Tom Stienstra.  Written in classic academic English, Tom
nevertheless calls Stienstra to task.  Not sure what, if any the response will be.  HL

Begin forwarded message:

From: Thomas A Ryckman <tryckman@ >
Date: January 20, 2014 3:00:43 PM PST
To: tstienstra@sfchronicle.com
Subject: today's column

Dear Mr. Stienstra,

I read your column regularly and usually with enjoyment. Since coming to SF in 1999, my wife and I have learned much from you about
the wonderful walks in and around the Bay Area, and from your coverage of the wonders of (by Eastern standards) subtle seasonal
changes in California.

However today I was both disappointed and annoyed. As I understand it, the GGNRA dog leash plan has been carefully drafted to
balance the interests of dog owners with a mandate that fragile natural habitats must be protected. It is not the arbitrary imposition of
government whim or a ukase from a remote faceless bureaucrat. In this matter, which I have followed for some time, dog owner groups
are acting like spoiled children, selfishly putting their supposed entitlement (though allegedly speaking for their pets) above the general
good of the public, a good that includes passing on to future generations the few remaining strips of wildlife habitat in the Bay Area. As
with other areas of environmental protection, past practice or precedent is not, and should not be, an inviolable standard going forward.  I
do not see, as many dog owners do, that one can legitimately speak here of an infringement of "rights". In this narcissistic society, claims
about "rights" are as common as blackberries and just about as meaningful.

Your remarks about government and park rangers may elicit praise from dog owners but they are irresponsible. You might ask the people
of Charleston, WV about the necessity of "a lot of new rules and enforcement". And your opinion that "It is common these days that
rangers do not live within the community of the parks they patrol" requires evidence. Even if true, the same could be said for many of the
police and firemen working in communities in the Bay Area. You do a disservice to your readers to pander to a particular constituency on
this issue.

Sincerely,

Thomas Ryckman

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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From: Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers howandwen@
Subject: Yes!

Date: May 1, 2011 at 7:38 AM
To: frank and diane dean milestonedean@

Hi Frank:

At last, the Chronicle piece we've been waiting for!  Today's editorial will help change the equation for us with the elected officials.  Although it
seldom happens these days, in this case the high road was the right road for us.

Walk with Mark Farrell went well yesterday - but I think he will still try to play the deal maker.  He posed all sorts of f'rinstances like, "how about
you split East Beach down the middle?"  We couldn't have had a better day to tour; Crissy was packed with thousands of users, several dogs
were off leash in the WPA, and overall the balance in our prescription at Crissy seemed pretty evident.

I have an idea - what if we offer onsite tours of Crissy, OB and Funston for the interested public in a couple of weeks?  Nothing shows the
balance like seeing the situation on the ground.

Wendy and I will be at Crissy today at Noon for the Crissy 10th anniversary Conservancy's Members Day.

See you tomorrow.

Howard

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Fwd: a different perspective on the off-leash issue

Date: May 13, 2011 at 2:37 PM
To: Howard_Levitt@nps.gov, Alexandra_Picavet@nps.gov

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "BeckyE" <rebecae@ >
To: "Shirwin Smith" <shirwin1@ >
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2011 1:11:24 PM
Subject: FW: a different perspective on the off-leash issue

-----Forwarded Message----- 
From: Neal Desai 
Sent: May 12, 2011 11:51 AM 
To: "BeckyE (rebecae@ )" 
Subject: FW: a different perspective on the off-leash issue 

Just%FYI%that%Nat%has%reached%out%to%congressional%offices…
 
From: Nathaniel Stookey [mailto:nstookey@ ] 
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2011 11:45 AM
To: Nathaniel Stookey
Subject: a different perspective on the off-leash issue
 
May 12, 2011
 
Dear Senators Feinstein and Boxer,
Dear Representatives Pelosi and Speier,
 
I was very surprised by the San Francisco Board of Supervisors’ nearly unanimous decision to
oppose the GGNRA’s new proposal to manage off-leash dogs on National Park Service lands.  I
understand that off-leash advocates are a very large, vocal, and well-organized constituency but
hope that, over the course of this process, you will hear other perspectives as well.
 
Growing up in San Francisco, my wife Jodi and I were both frequent visitors to Fort Funston, which is
one of our city’s most wild and spectacular natural areas.  We celebrated childhood birthdays there,
played capture the flag, and took frequent long walks with our parents, both with and without dogs. 
When we moved home to San Francisco with our own children in 2003, we expected Fort Funston to
be a focal point in their lives as well but, despite having become part of the GGNRA, the entire
property had essentially become an off-leash dog-park.  Our children couldn’t safely play there
(because of feces as well as safety concerns) and our parents – older now – couldn’t walk for fear of
being knocked over at every turn.  Fort Funston is one of our favorite places on earth, fifteen minutes
from our door, and is now basically off-limits to us.  This is a source of great sadness to our family, to
our parents, and to many friends with whom we share fond memories of the place.
 
It is true that dog-walkers now make up the majority of visitors to Fort Funston, but I suspect there
are many others like us who have stopped using the park because it has become unsafe and/or
unpleasant.  Those former users are difficult to reach, much less organize, because they now go
elsewhere to enjoy the outdoors.  
 
If you don’t know Fort Funston, I recommend a visit.  You can walk along the bluffs and down a

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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If you don’t know Fort Funston, I recommend a visit.  You can walk along the bluffs and down a
ladder to a gorgeous cliff-walled beach.  There are horses and hang-gliders.  It’s also a great place
to walk your dog, which is in no way threatened by the new rules.  Currently, the entire park is a
de facto off-leash zone.  The proposal is for the off-leash area to be defined and for its boundaries to
be enforced so that other uses (like birthday parties!) are once again possible. That seems
reasonable to me.  If it seems reasonable to you, I hope you will support GGNRA’s very careful
process to create parklands that can once again be enjoyed by everyone.
 
Thank you for your consideration,
 
Nathaniel Stookey

San Francisco, CA
 
 
 
 
 
 

(b) (6)
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Fwd: Chronicle Insight editorial

Date: May 2, 2011 at 1:33 PM
To: Howard_Levitt@nps.gov

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Neal Desai" <ndesai@npca.org>, "mlynes@goldengateaudubon.org
(mlynes@goldengateaudubon.org)" <mlynes@goldengateaudubon.org>, "Rich Bartke"
<richbartke@ >, "Becky Evans" <rebecae@ >, "Jan Blum"
<1janblum@ >, "arthurfeinstein@  Feinstein"
<arthurfeinstein@ >, "Ruth Gravanis" <gravanis@ >, "Steven
Krefting" <skrefting@igc.org>, "Peter Brastow" <peter@natureinthecity.org>, "matthew
zlatunich" <mbzlat@ >, "M.A. Miller" <ma-miller >, "Margaret
Goodale" <margstan@ >
Sent: Sunday, May 1, 2011 7:50:58 PM
Subject: Chronicle Insight editorial

Dear All,

Some of you have received a message just like this one from Neal Desai. Today's Insight
section, page 10, GOOD dog editorial. 

DOES ANYONE KNOW HOW THIS HAPPENED?

Rich, would you please inform the Advisory Commission in Exile!! 

Please let the Chronicle know you are grateful. Tell others to write.
Amy

(b) (6)

(b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)
(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)

(b) (6) (b) (6)
(b) (6)
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DRAFT #2 OP-ED re: Dog walking in GGNRA, Proposed Special Rule – An 
Accommodation, not a Ban 
 
In 1972, Congress passed a bill that gave the Bay Area its glorious national park next 
door. The first paragraph of that legislation says: 
 In order to preserve for public use and enjoyment certain areas of Marin and San 
Francisco [and San Mateo] Counties... possessing outstanding natural, historic, scenic, 
and recreational values... the Golden Gate National Recreation Area... is hereby 
established. In the management of the recreation area the Secretary of the Interior... 
shall utilize the resources in a manner which will provide for recreation and educational 
opportunities consistent with sound principles of land use planning and management... In 
carrying out the provisions of the Act, the Secretary shall preserve the recreation area, 
as far as possible, in its natural setting, and protect it from development and uses which 
would destroy the scenic beauty and natural character of the area. 
 
The legislation provided for a Citizens Advisory Commission, unpaid volunteers 
appointed by the Secretary. The undersigned are former members of that now 
sun-setted commission who served from 8 to 29 years each. We held frequent public 
hearings so the public could learn about plans for the park and so that the public could 
advise the GGNRA superintendent about local concerns. 
 
Because of the use of some GGNRA lands for off-leash dog walking prior to the creation 
of the park, the advisory commission recommended that the superintendent permit dog 
walking under voice control in some areas. In 1979 the superintendent accepted that 
recommendation. This was extraordinary. 
 
By federal regulation, dog walking under voice control for recreation was and is not 
allowed in any unit of the national park system. All of them follow the same regulation – 
on-leash where allowed, for recreational dog walking. This applies whether the unit is a 
national park, national seashore, national recreation area, or any of the other 25 or so 
names by which lands in the care of the National Park Service are known.  
 
In keeping with our 1979 recommendation, which acknowledged the unusual 
circumstances at GGNRA where NPS lands are both resource treasures and the 
backyard for a major urban area, the park embarked 8 years ago on a planning process. 
The goal was to replace the NPS-wide federal regulation here at GGNRA with a 
park-specific rule that could better address local needs. That 8-year process has resulted 
in a 2,400-page Draft Environmental Impact Statement covering 21 areas of GGNRA. 
Those 21 areas are the majority, and most heavily visited, of the 14,000 acres managed 
by the park. (All other lands within the park boundary are administered by other 
agencies.)  
 
The preferred alternative in the Draft makes clear that GGNRA’s goal is to 
accommodate, not ban, dog walking, even voice-control dog walking – despite the 

Shirwin Smith� 3/24/2011 3:54 PM
Comment [1]: Here	  add	  info	  about	  how	  times	  
have	  changed	  –	  increase	  in	  users	  and	  in	  forms	  of	  
recreation	  since	  1979,	  plus	  knowledge	  of	  resources.	  
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NPS-wide regulation requiring leashes.  This carries forward former Supt. Brian 
O’Neill’s intent at the beginning of the planning process, when the Negotiated 
Rulemaking Committee for dog management was formed, to find a middle ground - 
where resources would be protected and where a variety of differing user groups could 
safely co-exist. 
 
This draft plan is a significant step, proposing to allow a use not permitted in any other 
national park unit. However, with the privilege that this represents comes responsibility. 
We know that many dog walkers treasure these lands, and are concerned for the 
environment. Hopefully that care and concern ensures their consideration for the needs 
of the natural resources the NPS must protect, and for other recreational users who 
share park areas.  
 
We urge the public to review what is actually being proposed by GGNRA, and to submit 
comments that would help the park achieve its desired end of a balance of recreational 
uses and resource protection. We hope that the effort that has gone into crafting a 
special rule to give people opportunities to enjoy a traditional use of certain areas of the 
GGNRA will be successful.  
 
Amy Meyer    Rich Bartke   Lennie Roberts 
Trent Orr     John Mitchell   Paul Jones 
Gimmy Park Li    Betsey Cutler   Doug Nadeau 
Fred Rodriguez    Susan Allen   Michael Alexander 
Jackie Young     
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From: Amy Meyer a7w2m@
Subject: Re: dogs

Date: December 9, 2013 at 4:09 PM
To: Shirwin Smith shirwin1@

Shirwin,

Thank you so much. it's a stronger letter. I will adjust its per the next paragraph.

I just got off the phone with Neal Desai. He feels these letters should be directed to the NPS with copies to Robert 
Edmonson.  He feels it's better than seeming to ask Pelosi to take the letter back. It would be up to NPS then to 
forward them to the Pelosi office in support of whatever action Frank decides to take. 

I just phoned you and you aren't in your office so am sending this on to you.

Amy
 
On Dec 9, 2013, at 3:16 PM, Shirwin Smith wrote:

Amy - some suggested changes in red, as requested.  One thing…we are emphasizing the impacts to visitors more 
clearly in the SEIS - our much more comprehensive law enforcement data in the supplemental supports that.  

Sorry this took so long.

Shirwin

On Dec 9, 2013, at 11:51 AM, Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ > wrote:

Dear Nancy,

I have read your December 2, 2013 letter sent to GGNRA Superintendent Frank Dean requesting that the park 
further extend the comment period on the Supplemental Environmental Impact Statement (SEIS) for dog 
management. At its current ending date on January 11, 2014, ithe review process will already have been extended 
to over four and a half months, well beyond the original 90-day comment period.  Given the public input received 
and considered during the 2002 Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking, the 2007-2008 Negotiated Rulemaking 
process and the 4.5 month comment period on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, it is time to let it this 
phase of the process conclude.  The two week government shutdown has already been met with an extension of 
over five weeks. Enough is enough.

The process of developing a dog management plan for Golden Gate National Recreation Area has taken over 12 
years. During that time there have been continuing issues with unfortunate incidents of visitors (some with dogs 
on leash) who are harassed, injured and even attacked by unleashed dogs, damage to habitat and wildlife in 
popular areas of the park and expensive rescues of pets from cliffs.  National Park regulations rightly permit only 
leashed dogs in very limited areas of the parks to protect park resources and visitors. It is time to end this 
degradation of our national park. There is no wildlife to be seen other than ravens at GGNRA's Fort Funston, the 
few remaining dunes are torn up daily by the dogs, there have been several cliff rescues of dogs each year, and 
my 7 year old grandson was confronted there by an out-of-control dog whose owner responded by calling him "a 
scaredy cat."   

Relaxation of those National Park regulations in the early years of GGNRA has led to these unforeseen 
consequences of bad visitor experiences, causing some to no longer feel safe enough to visit their beloved local 
national park, park damage and rescue costs. The park has done a Management Plan, an EIS and now a 
Supplemental EIS. There have been thousands of hours and dollars spent on a very thorough process which has 
involved the public from the get-go. It is time to take back those areas that should not have any dogs at all or 
only dogs on leash, and leave those selected areas where there are not visitor or natural resource conflicts, or 
danger to pets, open to the off-leash enjoyment that some dog owners are seeking. Writing to you as a former 
San Francisco Recreation and Park Commissioner, I can attest that the "special rule-making" for GGNRA has been 
designed to take into account the long history of off-leash recreation in San Francisco.

Golden Gate National Recreation Area is a national park. We want it to be preserved and used as the very special 
place that it is.

Sincerely,

Amy Meyer

(b) (6)
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Shirwin, I would be sending a copy of this to Frank and you. Please strengthen if I left something out. Amy
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Re: Dogs/John Reynolds

Date: May 2, 2011 at 5:59 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@ jreynoldsparks@ , Neal Desai ndesai@npca.org, Becky Evans

rebecae@

Hi all, attached is yesterday's SF Chronicle editorial, also including the link to it online.
 
Shirwin
----- Original Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Shirwin Smith" <shirwin1@ >
Cc: "Neal Desai" <ndesai@npca.org>, "Becky Evans" <rebecae@ >
Sent: Monday, May 2, 2011 4:19:20 PM
Subject: Dogs/John Reynolds

Shirwin, 

John is following the dog issue from afar. I sent him the IJ CAC piece. The Chronicle
editorial has made everything lots better.

Can you send John an electronic copy?  His e-mail:  jreynoldsparks@    You
might as well send one to me and to Neal Desai (NPCA) and to Becky Evans (Sierra
Club) because we are likely to have to use it.

Thank you,
Amy

Leash the dogs at Bay
Area parks…50111.docx
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From: Smith, Shirwin shirwin_smith@nps.gov
Subject: Fwd: Facebook site on Dogwalking in the GGNRA

Date: December 4, 2012 at 4:56 PM
To: shirwin1@

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Su, George <george_su@nps.gov>
Date: Fri, Nov 30, 2012 at 1:17 PM
Subject: Facebook site on Dogwalking in the GGNRA
To: Shirwin Smith <shirwin_smith@nps.gov>

Hey Shirwin,

I just found this page while perusing Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/pages/Dogs-of-the-Golden-Gate-National-Recreation-Area/189574667743306?fref=ts

-- 

Thanks. :o)

Sincerely,

George Su :o)
Multimedia Specialist / Park Web Administrator
Multimedia Volunteer Coordinator
Division of Interpretation & Education

Golden Gate National Recreation Area, Muir Woods National Monument, & Fort Point National Historic Site

Fort Mason, Building 201
San Francisco, CA 94123

phone (415) 561-4758
mobile (415) 827-6296

Twitter 
@RangerBenyBison 
@GoldenGateNPS 
@FortPointNPS 
@MuirWoodsNPS

email: george_su@nps.gov
web: www.nps.gov/goga
          www.nps.gov/fopo
          www.nps.gov/muwo

-------------------------------------------------------
The National Park Service cares for special places saved by the American people so that all may experience our
heritage.

EXPERIENCE YOUR AMERICA
-------------------------------------------------------

(b) (6)
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Feedback on DEIS prior to Monday mtg

Date: April 15, 2011 at 5:58 PM
To: .net

Hi Barbara - Frank wanted to get your feedback 

 

 

 
Could you give us feedback on

 
Thanks for your time - understand you're heading off on leave.  Sorry to be throwing one
more question at you as you head out!
 
Shirwin
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From: BeckyE rebecae@
Subject: Fw: Re: Trust's Proposed Commercial Dog Management Public Use Limit

Date: November 28, 2012 at 1:03 PM
To: Shirwin Smith shirwin1@

Shirwin:  here is Matt's email.  Enjoyed our conversation; I will get back to you.

Becky Re/ Trust's Proposed
Commercia…e Limit.eml

(b) (6)
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From: BeckyE rebecae@
Subject: Fw: Request for clarification re: commercial dog walking

Date: December 9, 2012 at 5:49 PM
To: Shirwin Smith shirwin1@

FYI . . . 

-----Forwarded Message-----
From: Matthew Zlatunich <mbzlat@ >
Sent: Dec 9, 2012 3:40 PM
To: Craig Middleton <cmiddleton@presidiotrust.gov>, Tia Lombardi <TLombardi@presidiotrust.gov>
Cc: Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ >, Becky Evans <rebecae@ >, Jan Blum
<1janblum@ >, Ruth Gravanis <gravanis@ >, Frank Dean <frank_dean@nps.gov>
Subject: Request for clarification re: commercial dog walking

Hello Craig and Tia,

Thank you so much for answering my questions regarding commercial dog walking at the PFP/P meeting last week.
I’m sure you realize that my interest in this issue is motivated by the desire to minimize negative impacts to our
National Park lands, and to uphold National Park values.

So that I might be most capable of submitting useful remarks for the Presidio Trusts proposed Public Use Limit on
Commercial Dog Walking – a proposal aimed at reducing damage to resources, threats to public safety, and visitor
conflict – I am hoping that you can clarify for me the current legality of commercial dog walking in Area B of the
Presidio.

Title 36 Chapter X of the Code of Federal Regulations includes the following regulations:

36 CFR 1005.3 Business operations.    

Engaging in or soliciting any business in the area administered by the Presidio Trust, except in accordance with the
provisions of a permit, contract, or other written agreement with the United States, is prohibited. 

36 CFR 1005.6 Commercial vehicles.

(a) The term ``Commercial vehicle'' as used in this section shall include, but not be limited to trucks, station
wagons, pickups, passenger cars or other vehicles when used in transporting movable property for a fee or profit,
either as a direct charge to another person, or otherwise, or used as an incident to providing services to another
person, or used in connection with any business.
(b) The use of government roads within the area administered by the Presidio Trust by commercial vehicles, when
such use is in no way connected with the operation of the area administered by the Presidio Trust, is prohibited,
except that in emergencies the Executive Director may grant permission to use Presidio Trust roads.
(c) The Executive Director shall issue permits for commercial vehicles used on Presidio Trust roads when such use
is necessary for access to private lands situated within or adjacent to the area administered by the Presidio Trust,
to which access is otherwise not available.

36 CFR 1005.13 Nuisances.

The creation or maintenance of a nuisance upon the federally owned lands of the area administered by the Presidio
Trust or upon any private lands within the boundaries of the area administered by the Presidio Trust under the
exclusive legislative jurisdiction of the United States is prohibited.

Yet, the posting of the proposed public use limit in the Federal Register states that, “the Trust currently does not
impose restrictions specific to Commercial Dog Walkers in Area B.”

Does this mean that the Trust asserts that the aforementioned regulations do not apply to commercial dog walking
businesses within Area B of the Presidio?

If it is indeed the Trusts assertion that these regulations do not apply to commercial dog walking businesses then a
detailed explanation of the rationale for this assertion would be greatly appreciated.

If, otherwise, the Trust asserts that these regulations do in fact apply to commercial dog walking businesses, then
would it not be unnecessary to propose a public use limit on an unwarranted commercial activity?   

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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I thank you and I look forward to your response.

Most sincerely,

Matthew Zlatunich
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Fwd: GGNRA Dog Management Plan

Date: April 14, 2011 at 3:01 PM
To: Howard_levitt@nps.gov, Frank_Dean@nps.gov

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Cassandra Costello" <cassandra.costello@sfgov.org>
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:28:22 PM
Subject: GGNRA Dog Management Plan

Dear Cassandra,

I have a park problem that may be of interest to you and may fall into your area with the
mayor, or it may belong somewhere else and you can direct this message accordingly.

Supervisor Wiener introduced a resolution concerning the GGNRA Dog Management
Plan. I just saw this article from the Examiner:

Mayor Ed Lee enters GGNRA dog fight
By: Joshua Sabatini 04/13/11 12:48 PM 
Examiner Staff Writer
Mayor Ed Lee has jumped into the fight over proposed Golden Gate National Recreation Area’s restrictions
on off-leash dogs at Ocean beach and other federal lands overseen by the federal agency.
Lee’s involvement comes as the Board of Supervisors was scheduled to vote on a resolution, introduced by
Supervisor Scott Wiener, opposing the plan, which would have turned up political pressure on the federal
agency.
Lee requested the board postpone its Tuesday vote on the resolution for two weeks so he could discuss the
matter with GGNRA, Wiener said.
“[Lee] would very much like the opportunity to engage directly with GGNRA on this issue to see if there is any
way to make that a productive process,” Wiener said. “Having the mayor engage …can be a very powerful
thing.”
Wiener said he wants the GGNRA to go back to the drawing board. “I have very serious concerns about this
plan in terms of the impact it will have on dogs and their owners in San Francisco as well as the impact on it
will have on our city parks. For that reason I cannot support what GGNRA is doing and they need to go back
to the drawing board and come up with a different plan.”
The board is now scheduled to vote on the resolution on April 26.

I was happy to learn about the Mayor's efforts to try to improve Supervisor Wiener's resolution. I am
hoping it results in a less confrontational statement from the Board, one that acknowledges the
GGNRA's national park system status and federal requirements for management of the land. The
GGNRA has come up with an accommodation for dogs, not a ban, which would be unique in the
national park system, and is meant to acknowledge traditional uses of some areas of the park.

For quick reference, should you need it, I was instrumental in the writing of the legislation
that established the GGNRA in 1972. For 12 years I was a member of the San Francisco
Recreation and Park Commission and for 29 years vice-chair of the federal Advisory
Commission to the GGNRA and Point Reyes National Seashore, a commission
appointed by the Secretary of the Interior.  

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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The attached opinion piece is from 14 members of the termed-out federal
commission. The op-ed has been submitted to the San Francisco Chronicle but we want
to be sure the mayor receives our message in a timely way. Can you help us?

I hope you are happy in your new job! 
Amy 

Dog- Final.rtf
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Re: GGNRA Dog Management Plan/DEIS

Date: April 25, 2011 at 5:22 PM
To: BeckyE rebecae@

Thank you, Becky!
 
Shirwin
----- Original Message -----
From: "BeckyE" <rebecae@ >
To: "Howard Levitt" <howard_levitt@nps.gov>, "Shirwin Smith"
<shirwin1@ >, "Frank Dean" <Frank_Dean@nps.gov>
Sent: Monday, April 25, 2011 3:07:13 PM
Subject: Fw: GGNRA Dog Management Plan/DEIS

Forgot you folks with my bccs.

-----Forwarded Message-----
>From: BeckyE <rebecae@ >
>Sent: Apr 25, 2011 2:49 PM
>To: David Chiu <David.Chiu@sfgov.org>
>Subject: GGNRA Dog Management Plan/DEIS
>
>Dear Supervisor Chiu:
>
>I encourage you to reject Sup. Weiner's resolution #110410 which asks the Board of
Supervisors to
>oppose the GGNRA's preferred alternatives for dog management.  It is one-sided and
shortsighted.
>
>By law the National Park Service is required to protect national park resources and to
leave them
>unimpaired for future generations.  The NPS is try to follow its mandate by producing
this DEIS.  It is 
>not the role of any national park to provide open access to domestic animals.  Or to
assess dog management
>on city properties.
>
>The issue of dogs in the GGNRA has been roiling along for several years; an attempt at
federal rule making failed.  Experts will tell you that there is no such thing as "voice
control".  This measure does not consider the city residents and visitors who want a dog-
free experience; especially the disabled and the elderly.
>
>A substitute resolution is rumored to be in the works - requiring Animal Care and
Control and Recreation & Park 
>Department to submit substantive comments on the DEIS.  I would ask your support for
this measure.
>
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>
>San Francisco should get its own house in order on dog management.  Many dog
guardians do not obey San Francisco's leash law.  The city does not enforce the Health
Code on dog waste and fewer than 20% of dog owners
>have not obtained licenses for their pets.  
>
>The Golden Gate Biosphere Reserve should not be further fouled by dog feces nor its
wildlife harassed by them.
>
>thank you,
>
>Becky Evans
>District 3
>
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From: Craig Scott craigsct@
Subject: Fwd: [glenparkparents] the mysterious Arnita Bowman of San Bruno

Date: December 13, 2012 at 10:58 AM
To: shirwin1@

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "glenparklorentzen" <lorentzen@ >
Date: December 12, 2012, 5:26:44 PM PST
To: glenparkparents@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [glenparkparents] the mysterious Arnita Bowman of San Bruno

Dear Arnita,

I was wondering if you could clarify a few things. Aren't you one of the major actors in blocking the renovations to
Glen Canyon Park? SF Forest lists you as one of its 4 directors, and the environmental review appeal to the Board of
Supervisors is signed by you as an individual and as President of ForestForestForever. Yet in your email you refer to
SF Forest as "they" instead of "we" and you don't seem to be in a hurry to take ownership of your own legal
maneuvers.

Also, it seems from your letter to the Supervisors that you are not a San Francisco resident, voter, or taxpayer. I am
happy to share our parks with you and your children (I presume you have children, since you are on this mailing
list). However, I don't appreciate your efforts to stand in the way of making our park safer for neighborhood
children and more accessible to disabled people.

I am also curious if you could tell us more about who ForestForestForever represents, as it has no website I could
find. Is it just you? If not, who supports it and can you tell us more about its membership? I think many of us are
getting tired of the role that anonymous front groups with mysterious backers are playing in American politics, so I
hope this isn't now taking place in my own backyard.

Perhaps I'm completely misreading the situation, in which case feel free to correct me.

Regards,
Peter Lorentzen

--- In glenparkparents@yahoogroups.com, "Arnita Bowman" <arnitabowman@...> wrote:
>
> 
> fyi... SFForest sent an email saying they heard from Anastasia that she
> already withdrew the rehearing appeal in light of the environmental
> review appeal to the Board of Supervisors. Because she withdrew the
> appeal, it will not be on the Board of Appeals' agenda tonight.
> 
> 
> 
> --- In glenparkparents@yahoogroups.com, Elizabeth Weise <beth@>
> wrote:
> >
> > The Board of Appeals meeting that will address the on-going stoppage
> of work on the Rec Center in Glen Park is today at 500 pm, Dec 12, room
> 416 at City Hall. According to the agenda the the Glen Park project is
> the fourth rehearing item which means it should start by about 530 - 545
> pm. After short presentations by the appellants and the city, there will
> be public comment (up to 3 minutes per speaker), and then deliberations
> by the board. It's hard to tell, but maybe an hour overall.
> > If you have feelings on the matter but cannot attend, please send an
> e-mail to cynthia.goldstein@, for the record.
> >
>
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Info from Gina Banks mtg

Date: May 11, 2011 at 12:34 PM
To: ndesai@npca.org

Neal, attached are the most pertinent pages, per our discussion just now.
 
Shirwin

CFDog_Feinstein mtg
info.pdf
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Leash the dogs at Bay Area parks 

   

 

The Bay Area's biggest federal park has taken on an unwinnable topic: curbing dogs along the 
cliffs, paths and beaches overlooking the bay and ocean. Some of the region's most beautiful 
outdoors comes with the roughest politics and toughest decision making.  

On balance, federal authorities have it right in imposing more controls. Dogs - said to outnumber 
children in San Francisco - can trample undergrowth, harm wildlife and bother park visitors. 
Leashing dogs, instead of letting them run free, is a reasonable option in this well-used 
landscape.  
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In the abstract, that suggestion might be easy to take. But the National Park Service is getting 
serious after years of study and stop-and-go legal efforts. Three prime dog-running spots at 
Ocean Beach, Fort Funston and Crissy Field are all tagged for tighter restrictions, partial bans 
and leash laws. In Marin County, dogs will be barred from Muir Beach, and, in San Mateo 
County, animals must be leashed on a number of popular trails.  

Part of the problem is abrupt change. There hasn't been serious study of dog effects on the 
environment since 1979, when the last policy was written. More people and more dogs now use 
the system, and a plan that reflects this use pattern is overdue.  

This growth has brought conflicts with park visitors who complain about unruly dogs. There's 
also the park's mandate to safeguard nature, backed by concerns about a loss in bird-rearing 
areas. Free-running dogs can exact a toll, and the rangers are right to measure the effects and 
propose answers.  

Adapting to the proposed changes - which may come about next year - will take time and 
patience from all sides. The fond experience of tossing a stick isn't easily dismissed. 

But a busy park system needs to control a group of rambunctious visitors for the public's overall 
benefit. It's time to leash the dogs.  

Online: To see maps of the proposed changes to where dogs will be allowed in the GGNRA, go 
to www.nps.gov/goga/deis.htm and scroll down to "Plan/DEIS, Volume 2, Maps." 

 
 

### 
 
 

This	  editorial	  from	  May	  1,	  2011	  San	  Francisco	  Chronicle	  is	  online	  at:	  
http://www.sfgate.com/cgi-‐bin/article.cgi?f=/c/a/2011/05/01/EDEI1H59P5.DTL	  
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Fwd: Meeting next week to talk GGNRA dogs

Date: April 18, 2011 at 5:08 PM
To: Frank_Dean@nps.gov, Alexandra_Picavet@nps.gov

----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Howard Levitt and Wendy Scheffers" <howandwen@ >, "Shirwin Smith"
<shirwin1@ >
Sent: Monday, April 18, 2011 9:14:51 AM
Subject: Fwd: Meeting next week to talk GGNRA dogs

From: Neal Desai <ndesai@npca.org>
Date: April 15, 2011 1:03:08 PM PDT
To: "drinsf@ " <drinsf@ >, "Jan Blum (1janblum@ )"
<1janblum@ >, Brent Plater <bplater@wildequity.org>, Steven Krefting
<skrefting@igc.org>, "arthurfeinstein@ " <arthurfeinstein@ >,
"Kate Kelley Looby (kate.kelley@sierraclub.org)" <kate.kelley@sierraclub.org>, "Mike
Lynes (mlynes@goldengateaudubon.org)" <mlynes@goldengateaudubon.org>, "Mark
Welther (mwelther@goldengateaudubon.org)" <mwelther@goldengateaudubon.org>,
"Noreen Weeden (nweeden@goldengateaudubon.org)"
<nweeden@goldengateaudubon.org>, Amy <a7w2m@earthlink.net>, "Clary Jennifer
(jenclary@ )" <jenclary@ >, "BeckyE (rebecae@ )"
<rebecae@ >
Subject: Meeting next week to talk GGNRA dogs

Hi#All,
#
Mike#and#I#have#talked#about#ge5ng#together#next#week#to#regroup.#Brent#has#offered#up
his#Wild#Equity#InsBtute#office#for#meeBng#space.#Please#go#to#the#following#link#and#enter
your#availability:hIp://www.doodle.com/xrwrKt55scab88h#table#(I#have#proposed#1#hr
slots#from#9amR5pm#on#Tues#and#Wed#of#next#week;#Tues#is#preferred;#please#select#all
Bmes#you#can#make)
#
UPDATES:
Mayor’s#Office:
Brent#and#I#spoke#to#the#Mayor’s#office#about#this#yesterday#(Jason#EllioI,#the#Mayor’s#Leg
Director).#The#Mayor#does#not#see#this#issue#as#something#they#“need#to#go#to#war”#over,
and#want#to#work#construcBvely#with#GGNRA.#They#want#to#have#GGNRA#idenBfy#and
measure#the#impacts#their#acBons#would#have#on#City#parks#and#the#port#(specific#to#the
City,#they#want#to#know#if#impacts#will#occur#on#all#City#park#lands,#or#some#places#where#it
will#be#concentrated).#They#are#concerned#about#the#75%#enforcement#threshold#that
could#lead#to#dogs#being#banned#from#certain#areas.#The#three#departments#they#want#to
engage#are#RPD,#Animal#Care#and#Control,#and#Port#Authority.#They#want#GGNRA#to#create
a#supplemental#EIS#and#want#to#work#with#GGNRA#in#a#more#involved#fashion#than#the
general#public.#They#understand#that#need#for#a#2#way#street#in#that#GGNRA#should#be
able#to#regulate#dog#walking#on#their#lands#just#as#RPD#has#regulated#dog#walking#on#lands
they#manage.
#

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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#
We#conveyed:#GGNRA#is#working#in#partnership#and#in#good#faith#with#the#City#on#various
issues#and#problems#such#as#Sharp#Park#and#America’s#Cup,#and#the#BoS#resoluBon#can
undermine#this#cooperaBon;#GGNRA#can’t#“negoBate”#with#the#City#as#it#is#illegal#under
NEPA,#but#they#will#work#to#consider#and#address#the#City’s#concerns;#the#City#needs#to
take#the#first#step#by#responding#to#the#GGNRA’s#plan#and#providing#substanBve
comments;#a#supplemental#EIS#is#unlikely;#the#City#needs#to#evaluate#their#own#policy#and
enforcement#concerns#on#their#lands;#groups#in#the#conservaBon#coaliBon#are#not
supporBve#of#the#plan#as#it#is#too#weak,#though#we#support#the#efforts#to#make#progress.
#
RPD:
NPS#has#been#in#conversaBon#with#them.#I#am#waiBng#for#a#call#back#to#hear#how#things
are#progressing.
#
BOS:
The#Wiener#resoluBon#has#been#tabled#unBl#4/26#to#allow#the#Mayor’s#office#to#engage,
which#they#are#doing.#Also,#Elsbernd’s#office#told#us#that#David#Chiu#and#Avalos#were
supporBve#of#Elsbernd’s#amendment#as#it#was#more#construcBve#than#just#opposing#the
GGNRA#plan.#We#were#told#by#Elsbernd’s#office#that#Mar,#Mirkarimi,#Farrell,#and#Campos
may#support#Elsbernd’s#resoluBon#or#some#other#alternaBve#to#Wiener’s#resoluBon.
Elsbernd#is#also#fine#if#some#other#supervisor#proposes#an#amended#resoluBon.#I#will#work
on#se5ng#up#Bmes#for#folks#to#meet#with#these#offices,#as#well#as#others#and#depending
on#who#is#available,#they#can#meet.
#
Congressional#Offices:
As#already#reported,#Pelosi’s#office#stated#she#is#only#hearing#from#offleash#dog#advocates.
We#need#to#get#a#meeBng#with#them#soon,#as#well#as#Feinstein#and#Boxer’s#offices.#Mike#is
finalizing#a#leIer#to#the#Congressional#offices#and#will#have#a#dram#for#us#by#Monday.
#
Thanks,
neal
#
================================
Neal#Desai
Associate#Director,#Pacific#Region

NaBonal#Parks#ConservaBon#AssociaBon
Protec'ng*Our*Na'onal*Parks*for*Future*Genera'ons
150#Post#Street,#Suite#310
San#Francisco,#CA#94108
P>#415.989.9921#x20
C>#510.368.0845
F>#415.989.9926
E>#ndesai@npca.org#
W>#www.npca.org
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Re: My so-far dog review

Date: April 14, 2011 at 3:14 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@

Amy, good feedback, plus you had some points in there which I am borrowing as I work
on a new set of talking points.
 
Thanks for sending.
 
Shirwin
----- Original Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Shirwin Smith" <shirwin1@ >
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2011 3:05:22 PM
Subject: My so-far dog review

Shirwin,

This is incomplete and just being sent to let you know what I personally am thinking. I will
be sharing it with my family and some of my friends as I am sharing it with you so as to
encourage other people to give their specific opinions on specific  places in the actual
draft Dog Management Plan rather than less-useful generalities.

Amy
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(b) (6)
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Nathaniel Stookey's email to SF Supvisors

Date: May 11, 2011 at 4:14 PM
To: ndesai@npca.org

Sorry - meant to send this along right after we spoke.
 
Shirwin
----- Forwarded Message -----
From: "Shirwin Smith" <Shirwin_Smith@nps.gov>
To: shirwin1@
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 5:37:55 PM
Subject: Fw: a different perspective on the off-leash issue

----- Forwarded by Shirwin Smith/GOGA/NPS on 05/10/2011 05:37 PM -----
                                                                                                                                 
                      "Nathaniel                                                                                                 
                      Stookey"                 To:       <shirwin_smith@nps.gov>                                  
              
                      <nstookey@         cc:                                                                          
    
                      >                  Subject:  FW: a different perspective on the off-leash
issue                      
                                                                                                                                 
                      05/10/2011 01:33                                                                                           
                      PM MST                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                 

Dear Shirwin Smith,

I have sent my personal comments through your web-site as requested but
would also like to share the following correspondence with the NPS.

I believe it’s very important that GGNRA take into account the parks’
diverse constituents.  Many of us (especially children and the elderly) can
no longer use certain parks because of the risks posed by off-leash dogs.
Unfortunately, those potential users are almost impossible to reach or
organize because they now go elsewhere for recreation.

Please do not hesitate to contact me if I can provide further information.

Nathaniel Stookey

(b) (6)

(b) (6)
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From: Nathaniel Stookey [mailto:nstookey@ ]
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2011 1:01 PM
Subject: a different perspective on the off-leash issue

Dear Eric, Mark, David, Carmen, Ross, Jane, Sean, Scott, David, Malia, and
John,

I was surprised by the near-unanimity of your decision to oppose the
GGNRA’s new proposal for off-leash dogs.  I understand that off-leash
advocates are a very large, vocal, and well-organized constituency but hope
that, over the course of this process, you will hear other perspectives as
well.  It’s important that the Board consider the needs of all San
Franciscans, not just the most forceful lobbies.

I hope you will take a moment to read the following brief note which I sent
this morning to my friends, many of whom, like me, have very fond childhood
memories of Fort Funston as a place that could be enjoyed by people of all
ages, as well as dogs.

Yours, with my best wishes,

Nathaniel Stookey

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Hi

I try to stay away from the political stuff but this one’s important to me
because it’s about one of my favorite places in SF.  Fort Funston is an
unbelievably wild and beautiful beach at the southwest corner of the city.
Jodi and I both spent lots of time there as kids: birthday parties, capture
the flag, long walks with our parents. When we moved home with our own kids
in 2003, we expected it to be a focal point in their lives as well but,
despite having become part of the GGNRA, the entire property had
essentially become a dog-park.  Our children couldn’t safely play there and
our parents – older now – couldn’t walk for fear of being knocked over at
every turn.  It’s one of our favorite places on earth, fifteen minutes from
our door, and it’s basically off-limits to us.

This spring, the GGNRA proposed new rules for off-leash dogs and I was
shocked to learn that the Board of Supes had come out 10-1 against it.
Presumably this is because a disproportionate number of their constituents
had voiced support for maintaining the off-leash status quo at Fort Funston
and elsewhere in the GGNRA (such as Chrissy Field).  While it’s true that
dog-walkers now make up the majority of visitors to Fort Funston, I suspect
there are many others like us who have stopped using the park because it
has become unsafe and/or unpleasant.  The National Park Service needs to

(b) (6)
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has become unsafe and/or unpleasant.  The National Park Service needs to
hear those voices.  *And it’s quite urgent as the public comment period
closes May 31*

If you don’t know Fort Funston, I recommend a visit.  You can walk along
the bluffs and down a ladder to a gorgeous cliff-walled beach.  There are
horses and hang-gliders.  It’s also a great place to walk your dog, which
is in no way threatened by the new rules.  Currently, the entire park is a
de facto off-leash zone.  The proposal is for the off-leash area to be
defined and for its boundaries to be enforced so that other uses (like
birthday parties!) are once again possible. That seems reasonable to me.
If it seems reasonable to you, please comment, even very briefly, at

http://parkplanning.nps.gov/projectHome.cfm?projectId=11759

(and forward widely)

Thanks!

Nat(haniel)
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From: shirwin1@
Subject: Re: Ray Holland paragraph

Date: May 2, 2011 at 5:44 PM
To: Amy Meyer a7w2m@

I think he meant "CBM", meaning "Compliance-based management".   You're right about
the last sentence.  It is a very valid agency point, but not helpful in your response.
 
Shirwin
----- Original Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Shirwin Smith" <shirwin1@ >
Sent: Monday, May 2, 2011 4:10:29 PM
Subject: Fwd: Ray Holland paragraph

Begin forwarded message: 

Shirwin, what's a CPM? I think if I add Howard's second sentence to your statement that
would be enough. Adding the rest of what he wrote wouldn't help––– I think it was just
meant for me to understand. Or am I missing something? Amy

From: Howard_Levitt@nps.gov
Date: May 2, 2011 2:04:52 PM PDT
To: "shirwin1" <shirwin1@ >, "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
Subject: Re: Ray Holland paragraph

Shirwin has it right.  Changing the status of an area only comes after several other serious attempts to improve
compliance.  We hope never to have to escalate in this way, but the reason to include CPM in the DEIS is
precisely because we don't want to undertake the cost and complication of another pub process if we fail in our
attempts to achieve compliance.  HL.  

  From: shirwin1
  Sent: 05/02/2011 08:30 PM GMT
  To: Amy Meyer <a7w2m@ >
  Cc: Howard Levitt
  Subject: Re: Ray Holland paragraph

Amy - Howard should weigh in, but pgs. 63-67of the DEIS describe in some
detail the preliminary steps (and the timeline of those steps in advance of any
management change) required of the NPS in instances of non-compliance,
plus the public notification that would occur in areas where non-compliance is
approaching 75%. A public comment period would not be part of compliance-
based management, but a notification to the public would be, both when
issues first arise and in the instance where a management change may be in
the offing.
 
Shirwin
----- Original Message -----
From: "Amy Meyer" <a7w2m@ >
To: "Howard Levitt" <howard_levitt@nps.gov>
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To: "Howard Levitt" <howard_levitt@nps.gov>
Cc: "Shirwin Smith" <shirwin1@ >
Sent: Saturday, April 30, 2011 9:49:54 PM
Subject: Ray Holland paragraph

Howard,

You and I got a letter from Ray Holland. It included this paragraph: 

Even though the NPS' "Compliance-Based Management Strategy" has already produced
a more open and transparent federal rule-making process resulting in an exception to
the nationwide no off-leash dogs in any national parks, once its dog management rule
for the GGNRA has finally been adopted the process will quickly revert to a closed and
opaque federal rule-making process because it will deny the public the right to be
notified of the opportunity to comment on any major empirically-based changes to that
rule that are subsequently considered.

Is that an accurate statement? If not, what would be?

Amy
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